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 STAIRWAY  
 TO  

By Geoffrey Hoppe

I was totally taken aback when St. Germain mentioned Heaven’s Cross at 
the end of the Dream of the Merlin event this past September. Adamus 
hadn’t mentioned a thing about it to me beforehand. Sometimes he’ll 

give me a heads-up – or at least a cryptic note – before he drops something 
big like this on Shaumbra and me.

The only “advance notice” I got from 
Adamus is when he told me about 60 
minutes before the St. Germain channel 
that he wanted a particular graphic for 
the background. “We need a star-burst 
in the shape of a cross on a celestial 
background,” he requested. Good lord, I 
thought, how am I supposed to come up 
with that in less than two hours, plus get it 
to the production staff to load into the sys-
tem before the St. G session?? I dropped 
everything and logged into the commercial 
graphic and video source where we get 
many of our images. I typed in “star-burst, 

cross, space, universe” and waited for the search results to come up. Plan B 
was to find a star-burst graphic and super-impose it on a stars-in-the-universe 
background using PhotoShop, but it could take hours to do it right. 

I fully expected to be frantically searching images for a while, but lo and 
behold, the perfect graphic showed up on the first page of thumbnails, right 
there on row 3, column 2. Bingo! I raced over to the production desk and 
asked them to load it for the St. G session. Even though they were very busy 
with the live Dream of the Merlin webcast, they gladly cooperated, knowing 
that this was just another in a long list of last-minute changes and requests 
from “Headquarters.” 

Other than the request for a graphic, I knew nothing about what is going 
to become one of the biggest events for Shaumbra since Tobias came to us 

HEAVEN

mailto:jeant@crimsoncircle.com
mailto:jeant@crimsoncircle.com
http://creativeaspects.net/portfolio/
http://crimsoncircle.com
mailto:support@crimsoncircle.com
http://crimsoncircle.com
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in 1999. Then I heard the words come out of my mouth as the Beloved St. 
Germain announced Heaven’s Cross. It hit me like two freight trains, each 
coming from a different direction. 

In the days following the announcement, I thought about the pile of work 
that needed to be done to prepare for Heaven’s Cross between now and 
then. Linda and I were heading off to Villa Ahmyo in Hawaii later that week, 
in mid-September. It had been a ball-busting summer, and I needed a chance 
to catch my breath and sanity after we got there. I was in desperate need of 
down time. Now there was one more thing on the Crimson Circle’s To-Do list, 
and a very short time to do it. March 2023 would be here before we knew it. 

What also hit me was wondering if this was just one more “sweet car-
rot.” Like many others, I had been through the Harmonic Convergence 
(a cousin to the Harmonic Concordance), the Quantum Leap, Y2K, 
2012, the COVID era events (closing of the Order of the Arc, disband-
ing of the angelic families, etc.) and a slew of other cosmic or comical 
events over the years. Yes, each was impactful in their own way, but 
how many more…

My tormented thoughts came to an abrupt halt when Adamus popped in. 
“This IS it, dear Cauldre. There won’t be another hallowed event of this type 
for the planet. Once the veil is pierced for all humanity – when the heavens 
cross – there is no ‘next’ step. Humanity has reached the top of the human-
to-soul stairs. The only thing that matters after March 22, 2023 is if, how and 
when people use it. There are no more tools for the toolbox.”

Adamus continued, “The Question of The Ages has always been about the 
relationship between consciousness and energy. That was the very reason 
for creating the heaven of Earth. The question has been answered and now 
comes the time for each souled being on the planet to experience it in a deep 
and personal way.

“Look at how every Shoud we’ve done, every DreamWalk class, every 
Master’s Life and every Keahak gathering has built on the previous, like 
stairs to heaven. But in fact, heaven is not just one place where good 
angels and God reign. The pure, ancient definition of ‘heaven’ is a 
non-physical dimension. Now, the heavens that will cross are those of 
the physical realms and the non-physical. Earth has long been within a 
bubble of Time-Space-Gravity. Most humans could not access the other 
realms, and in the recent era few even access the multitude of realms 
upon their mortal death. Most now just stay in the Near Earth Realms, 
still in the grips of Time-Space-Gravity. 

“There has always been ample energy on the planet, but not the balancing 
level of consciousness. That is why there have been wars, hunger, disease, 
poverty – all perversions of energy. Humans have been like children with a 
powerful tool, but without any guidance in how to use it.  Humans did not 
know how to manage or account for their energy. Heaven’s Cross occurs when 
there is enough consciousness on the planet to tame the energy within. That 

I WONDERED IF THIS WAS JUST ONE 
MORE “SWEET CARROT.”

HEAVEN IS NOT JUST ONE PLACE WHERE 
GOOD ANGELS AND GOD REIGN. THE 
PURE, ANCIENT DEFINITION OF ‘HEAVEN’ 
IS A NON-PHYSICAL DIMENSION.
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long-prophesized time is upon you because enough humans have called 
upon their divinity to be here.” 

Adamus paused for moment to feel my reaction. I knew every bit of 
what he was saying, but I had never felt it like this. Perhaps I could never 
fully accept that what we have been doing was making a significant 
difference. He continued, “Consciousness beckons wisdom. You can 
have 10,000 human experiences but without consciousness there is no 
wisdom, and without wisdom the human will continue repeating their 
patterns, usually with the same results. Sprinkle some consciousness 
onto those experiences and you now have wisdom. Wisdom beckons 
new potentials, and now the human can set themselves free of old pat-
terns by calling forth the energy in a way that is in harmony with the soul’s 
true desires. This causes the heavy energetic gravity to start fading away, 
and finally what comes is the time when the heavens can cross, when there is 
easier access to the other realms, and especially to your soul. This is why I call 
it Heaven’s Cross (possessive), or it can also be spelled Heavens Cross 
(multiple heavens/dimensions). It comes when enough humans call upon 
their personal divinity to join them in their heaven on earth. It is all very, 
very personal, as you know. It cannot be prayed for as a congregation, it 
cannot be learned through studying, and it cannot be gifted by a guru. 
Each person has to desire it in the deepest place within their heart. That 
in itself is a challenge because the heart not only contains love, it also 
holds the pain and suffering of the search for the answer.”

Adamus offered a gentle goodbye, and I sat in silence for a long time. I 
forgot all about the CC work that would need to get done in preparation for 
Heaven’s Cross. I wondered how this would affect Shaumbra across the plan-
et. I thought about how long it would take for others to feel Heaven’s Cross. I 
wondered if and how this would change my life. My mind started racing with 
questions but then I took a deep breath and allowed. This is the final step in 
our work as Shaumbra. We had built a stairway to heaven, and soon we would 
be moving up and down those stairs with grace. 

And Jacob dreamed, and behold a ladder set up on the earth, and the 
top of it reached to heaven; and behold the angels of God ascending and 
descending on it. (Genesis 28:10-19)

The date for the initial opening of Heaven’s Cross is March 22, 2023. Shortly 
after arriving back to Villa Ahmyo we recorded a five-part Cloud Class about 
Heaven’s Cross. In typical Adamus fashion, we thought we were going to film 
a new Master’s Life installment but only a few days before filming started 
we were informed that it would be called Heaven’s Cross: Preparing for 
the Opening. Very funny, Adamus, very funny. I can feel you and the other 
Ascended Masters rolling in laughter. Just wait until you get my invoice for 
extra stress and anxiety.  

IT COMES WHEN ENOUGH HUMANS CALL 
UPON THEIR PERSONAL DIVINITY TO 
JOIN THEM IN THEIR HEAVEN ON EARTH.

CONSCIOUSNESS BECKONS WISDOM. 
YOU CAN HAVE 10,000 HUMAN EXPERI-
ENCES BUT WITHOUT CONSCIOUSNESS 
THERE IS NO WISDOM.

MORE INFO

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/heaven-s-cross-part-1-preparing-for-the-opening.html
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heaven’s cross

C H R I S T  C O N S C I O U S N E S S  

PART 1: PREPARING FOR THE OPENING

A V A I L A B L E  N O W !

I N  A  H O P E L E S S  W O R L D
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During the extraordinary Dream of the Merlin event, Beloved St. 
Germain announced the imminent opening of Heaven’s Cross, a welcome 
crack in the tight encasement around Earth and human consciousness. This 
planet has always been isolated from the other realms, causing humans to 
forget why they are here and blocking the natural flow of divine energies 
and communication with the soul. This disconnection results in a profound 
sense of hopelessness, which then causes mental imbalance, depression, 
addictions, and disease. Now, the opening of Heaven’s Cross, a literal 
physics event that changes the electromagnetics of Earth, brings access to 
the other realms, Christ Consciousness, sovereignty, and grace.

This first installment of the Heaven’s Cross series is in preparation for 
the actual opening of Heaven’s Cross, for which Adamus has given the 
date of March 22, 2023. He says the effects of this momentous event will 
eventually be perceived by science bring a level of change to the planet 
not seen since the fall of Atlantis. The implications are far-reaching as many 
extraordinary potentials now become possibilities.

Adamus describes the “perfect storm” on Earth – conflict, desire for 
freedom, and the light of consciousness – that is bringing about this mas-
sive change. It is the fulfillment of the Atlantean dream to create a planet 
where human and divine walk hand in hand, energies flowing together, 
never again to be separated.

“Heaven’s Cross is where the heaven of Earth and the heavens 

of the other realms intersect. They cross, and it makes the divin-

ity so much more accessible. It’s who you really are. It’s the align-

ment of your energies flowing in such a graceful, beautiful way.”  

~ Adamus 

SESSIONS

1. Hopelessness (1:01:50)

Hopelessness is one of the largest influences on the planet right now, 
affecting about 85% of humans and usually beginning around 5 years of 
age. This pervasive hopelessness, a result of forgetting the connection 
with Self, causes depression, addiction, health issues and mental imbal-
ance. But look at the bigger picture: everything is in transition and the 
hopelessness is not yours.

2. Flow (57:15)

When you forget there’s more to life and the old coping tools no longer 
work, hopelessness is inevitable. This isolation was part of the plan of 

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/dream-of-the-merlin-online-september-2022.html
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Earth, but it’s no longer necessary. Heaven’s Cross is the opening between 
Earth and all realms. It is a physics event that changes energy flow, elec-
tromagnetics, and atomic and molecular dynamics. With your light, it can 
transform Earth to a planet of sovereignty, ease, and grace. 

3. Christ Consciousness (1:13:14)

Seen from Angel’s Peak, Earth is in a “perfect storm” – the gray heaviness 
of hopelessness and conflict, plus the light of your Christ Consciousness – 
and it’s time to be in your flow. Adamus describes four levels of change, 
saying that the degree of quantum change brought by Heaven’s Cross 
hasn’t happened since the fall of Atlantis. He then guides listeners through 
a beautiful opening of the Seven Seals.

4. Journey to Heaven’s Cross (51:41)

Adamus reviews the recent timeline, describing how the planet chose 
freedom in WWII and is now ripe for these changes. He gives a prescrip-
tion to help you cope, then guides a journey to Heaven’s Cross, describing 
the profound changes it will trigger, even in science and physics. He also 
relates the most important personal attribute of Heaven’s Cross, and the 
freedom it brings to each one who is ready.

5. Questions & Answers (49:03)

Adamus addresses questions covering topics such as global hopeless-
ness, pharmaceuticals, jobs, relationships, physics, the past, helping chil-
dren cope, keeping balanced, and more.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Hopelessness comes when you forget your Self

• It’s the cause of depression, addiction, illness, suicide

• Heaven’s Cross opens the door to your divine flow

• Rekindles the connection  
with your Christ Consciousness

• And gently ends the isolation of Earth from other realms

• This event is about physics & science,  
as well as metaphysics
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ATTENDEE COMMENTS

Here we now stand in our own personal sovereignty as embodied 
Masters, stepping into the beginning of the full opening of Heaven’s 
Cross & the promising fulfillment of what we came here to accomplish 
in this our last lifetimes on Earth! The Second Coming indeed!!! ~ J

I have no words. There simply are no words in human language 
to express me right now. Only immense gratitude. It’s like you were 
trapped under muddy water and at the point of drowning and suddenly 
you are above that sewer and take in that first lung full of precious, pre-
cious air in the bright sunshine….. and all this shit is transforming back 
into light, sooo much light…. ~ A

I feel reborn as in one of those quantum shifts where one dies and is 
reborn without physically dying. Exactly as it happened to me for the 
SES workshop a dozen years ago. Epic. ~ I

Love the energy embedded, makes me feel very calm and brings me 
back to my true self. As always, I don’t need it to be me, but it’s a great 
support to continue staying on earth, in this reality, so we can continue 
shining our light. ~ I

For me, No Past feels like I’ve been handed this incredible gift, a gift 
of Freedom. And when I feel into that, it is as if everything just falls 
away, leaving such an expanse. I Exist. For the first time I can really 
taste I Exist. ~ H

Finally... finally the time has come. I am so indescribably happy, full 
of grace, appreciation and deep gratitude for me, all Shaumbra on this 
wonderful planet, Adamus and all the loved ones who are involved in 
this unique event. ~ A

I Am feeling profound Gratitude and Clarity! Reminding who I Am: I 
Am that I Am! I exist, I always have and always will. ~ C

Format: Streaming video, audio and online text e-reader

Cost: $150 through February 15, 2023 ($195 thereafter)

Access: Expires in 90-days or March 22, 2023 (whichever is later)

Recorded at the Shaumbra Pavilion, Kona, Hawaii, October 2022

MORE INFO WATCH EXCERPTS

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/heaven-s-cross-part-1-preparing-for-the-opening.html
https://youtu.be/jZTza5yZ3bg
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UPCOMING ONLINE EVENTS

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL  
ONLINE • DECEMBER 09–11, 2022

PROGNOST 2023  
ONLINE • JANUARY 14, 2023 – TAMBIÉN EN ESPAÑOL

ASPECTOLOGY  
ONLINE • JANUARY 27–29, 2023

This opportunity for profound transformation and healing is offered 
twice a year. With benefits that can include better health, the end of 
energy stealing and power games, balanced relationships, enhanced 
creativity, and true enlightenment, it is ultimately a return to Self. 
Hosted live by Geoffrey and Linda, includes multiple sessions with 
Tobias and Adamus, as well as guided personal experiences.

Since 2014 ProGnost has become one of the most sought after and 
discussed Shaumbra events of the year. Adamus, dedicated to guiding 
us into our embodied Realization, doesn’t usually address the state 
of the planet, politics, aliens, the environment or the future. But twice 
a year he opens his cloak to reveal what he and the other Ascended 
Masters foresee for our planet in the years ahead.

Aspectology, also called “New Energy Psychology,” is a ground-
breaking study of human nature, healing and creation. Unlike tradi-
tional psychology which assumes there is something wrong with you 
that must be fixed (or medicated), Aspectology assumes that you 
are whole and complete at your core, no matter the level of your 
current difficulties.

MORE INFO

MORE INFO MÁS INFO

MORE INFO

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/sexual-energies-school-online-december-9-11-2022.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognost2023-january-14-2023.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/aspectology-school-online-january-27-29-2023.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/sexual-energies-school-online-december-9-11-2022.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognost2023-january-14-2023.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognost2023-espanol-january-14-2023.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/aspectology-school-online-january-27-29-2023.html
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UPCOMING IN-PERSON EVENTS WINTER-SPRING 2023

MASTERS IN COMMUNICATION 
KONA, HAWAII • MARCH 17–21, 2023

This workshop signifies a new era for Shaumbra as we 

transition from being the students to becoming true 

Masters. It’s all about energy and communication, whe-

ther with non-physical entities, nature, other people, or 

yourself. All energy IS communication, the song of your 

Soul, and it’s time now to understand how it flows and how 

use it without limitation. 

MORE INFO

TIME TRAVELING WITH ADAMUS 
KONA, HAWAII • FEBRUARY 19–23, 2023

Are you ready to let Time work for you? In this new work-

shop, Adamus will take you through the experience of 

Time Traveling in the Now, allowing the Past and Future 

to come to you. He’ll guide you through experiences of 

being in And Time, where you can still function in linear 

earth Time but also in Æterna, or No Time. It’s one of the 

greatest gifts for an Embodied Master. 

MORE INFO

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/masters-in-communication-kona-hawaii-march-2023.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/masters-in-communication-kona-hawaii-march-2023.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/time-traveling-with-adamus-kona-february2023.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/time-traveling-with-adamus-kona-february2023.html
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More a gathering than a workshop, each Masters Circle will be tailored 
to the specific group of Shaumbra in attendance rather than a structu-
red workshop format. Adamus will talk about the issues of importance 
to the group, with plenty of interaction between group members and 
Adamus. Come prepared for open and intense discussions, deep 
merabhs and good times on the island with other 
Shaumbra Masters from around the world.

More a gathering than a workshop, each Masters Circle will be tailored 
to the specific group of Shaumbra in attendance rather than a structu-
red workshop format. Adamus will talk about the issues of importance 
to the group, with plenty of interaction between group members and 
Adamus. Come prepared for open and intense discussions, deep 
merabhs and good times on the island with other 
Shaumbra Masters from around the world. MORE INFO

MASTERS CIRCLE   
KONA, HAWAII • APRIL 9–13, 2023

STAYING IN GRACE 
KONA, HAWAII • APRIL 23–27, 2023

MASTERS CIRCLE   
KONA, HAWAII • MAY 14–18, 2023

Adamus is rolling out a new gathering titled Staying in Grace, about 
staying here on the planet in grace, as a Master, at this Time of 
Machines, even when faced with the challenges of everyday life. This 
event will be held at Villa Ahmyo in Kona, Hawaii, an ideal location for 
experiencing grace with the natural beauty and peaceful energies of 
this remote Pacific Island. 

MORE INFO

MORE INFO

UPCOMING IN-PERSON EVENTS WINTER-SPRING 2023

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/masterscircle-kona-hawaii-april-2023.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/staying-in-grace-april-2023.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/masterscircle-kona-hawaii-may-2023.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/masterscircle-kona-hawaii-april-2023.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/staying-in-grace-april-2023.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/masterscircle-kona-hawaii-may-2023.html
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 EVENTS CALENDAR    2022 / 23

JANUARY
07  Monthly Webcast & Shoud     CCCC & Online
14    ProGnost 2023       Online
14    Keahak XII                   Online 
27–29  Aspectology Online      Online
28       Keahak XII                   Online

FEBRUARY
04  Monthly Webcast & Shoud     CCCC & Online
11    Keahak XII                   Online 
19–23  Time Traveling with Adamus       Villa Ahmyo, Kona, HI
25       Keahak XII                   Online

MARCH
04  Monthly Webcast & Shoud     ONLINE ONLY
11    Keahak XII       Online 
17–21  Masters in Communication       Villa Ahmyo, Kona, HI
22  Heaven’s Cross       ONLINE ONLY
25       Keahak XII       Online

APRIL
01  Monthly Webcast & Shoud     ONLINE ONLY
08    Keahak XII       Online 
09–13  Masters Circle         Villa Ahmyo, Kona, HI
22       Keahak XII       Online
23–27       Staying in Grace         Villa Ahmyo, Kona, HI

MAY
06  Monthly Webcast & Shoud     ONLINE ONLY
13    Keahak XII        Online
14–18  Masters Circle         Villa Ahmyo, Kona, HI
27       Keahak XII                   Online

PLEASE VISIT CRIMSON CIRCLE STORE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE EVENTS
NOTE:   Not all events may yet be open for registration; Crimson Circle Angels receive advance notice. 
  CCCC – Crimson Circle Connection Center, Louisville, Colorado

DECEMBER
9–11       Sexual Energies School Online       Online
17       Keahak XII       Online
17       Monthly Webcast & X-Mas Party     CCCC & Online 
31       Keahak XII       Online

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/live-events.html
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prognost 2023

ADAMUS’ ANNUAL PLANETARY FORECAST
SATURDAY,  JANUARY  14 ,  2023

O N L I N E  O N L Y

FEATURING ADAMUS SAINT –GERMAIN
WITH GEOFFREY AND LINDA HOPPE
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Since 2014 ProGnost has become one of the most sought after and 
discussed Shaumbra events of the year. Adamus, dedicated to guiding 
us into our embodied Realization and beyond, doesn’t usually address 
the state of the planet, politics, aliens, the environment, or the future. 

But twice a year he opens his cloak to reveal what he and the other 
Ascended Masters foresee for our planet in the years ahead.

Adamus has not yet given us the title or subject for ProGnost 2023 
but based on previous events it’s likely to be compelling, insightful, 
and provocative.

ProGnost is Adamus’ annual trend forecast to discuss the potentials 
and energy dynamics for the planet. These much-anticipated messag-
es are accurate and helpful tools for tuning into the current conscious-
ness, developments, and changes on Earth, as well as average human 
life and the future trends. ProGnost 2023 will give you tools to help 
maintain an abundant balance in your life, facilitate your embodied 
realization, and have the discernment to know the difference between 
distractions and opportunities.

ProGnost 2023 is a one-day event. Join us live via the Crimson Circle 
Cloud Class. Attendees receive access to the streaming audio, video, 
and text e- reader for 90 days after the event (or after date of subscrip-
tion once the event is over).

COST

$75 through January 10, 2023, $100 thereafter

DATE 

Saturday, January 14, 2023

TIME

10:00 AM – 3:30 PM (Colorado time)

MORE INFO MÁS INFO

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognost2023-january-14-2023.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognost2023-espanol-january-14-2023.html
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TRUSTING YOUR SELF:  
 TTHEHE  CCRRAAZZIEST IEST AADDVVEENNTTUREURE OF  OF AALLLL

trusting your self
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By Thalía Güido Z

I t’s 2022 and I just turned 33.

I reached the Christ age during the collapse of 
an entire world. In the middle of the beginning of 

the Time of Machines. Chaos reigns on Earth and we are 
going through the craziest dream, the most radical and 
absolutely real transformation of all times: embodying all 
that we are while staying on Earth to shine our light. And, 
to not disappoint, this birthday was like no other.

I chose to celebrate with a solo trip to the mountains 
of Mexico in the magical town of Tepoztlán, Morelos with 
my two dogs: Laisha, a 14-year-old old mixed breed who 
looks more like a yellow labrador and Ticho, a medium 
size 4-y.o. Vietnamese Phu Quoc, semi-wildling tabby 
with the face and attitude of a teddy bear.

I stayed in a secluded hotel near the hills, surrounded 
by lush nature and beauty. My birthday plan was just chilling and the next 
day we would do some mild trekking into the hills. And yet, I had some fears 
lingering about this particular day. After letting go of 98% of my friends, this 
was going to be my first absolute loner birthday party, and also, I had been 
having some nightmares in the past few days. One of them was a lucid dream 
and it was the core issue of what was really going on. 

As a necessary remark, the best channel of communication between me 
and my Soul has been the dreamworld. Before I ever met Crimson Circle 
and Adamus, I was hardly sober, so my awakening process and even my 
Realization happened first in my dreams. They then became potentials that I 
could download as I opened more and more to myself and left my old identity 
to vanish; an identity that had a ingrained affair with longing and aching. 

A year ago, my partner and I broke up, an insane process as it happened 
shortly after my Realization. It was devastating for my human aspect. I thought 
that if I ever married someone it would be that guy. Instead, it was a very 
painful breakup that brought many wounded aspects to the presence of the 
Master for integration, ensynched with the perfection of having made the 
conscious choice to fall deeply in love with myself. I had, in the total intimacy 
of my own silence and solitude, made the heart decision to choose myself. “I 
choose I, above all.” Three days later my ex came to me saying that he simply 
wasn’t in love with me anymore. I felt like I was going to die. And indeed I did.

During our relationship he tended to ground me. He was an expression of 
my unbalanced masculine energy, so I was living under the illusion that he was 
my stability, the one that would pull my feet back to the ground when I was 
out beyond this reality. His British sarcasm and witty sense of humor would 
remind me that there were more enjoyable things in life beyond suffering, and 
now he wasn’t going to be there. We decided to stop any contact so we could 
fully let go of each other, and I know some of you will understand when I say 
it’s not the easiest thing to do. 
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Now let me tell you the lucid nightmare I had a week before my birthday 
trip. This dream was the very first time I saw my consciousness as my brain 
interprets it to be. It started in the void. I saw 3 majestic and gigantic trans-
lucent, colorful bubbles, each one different and like an ocean within itself. 
From these bubbles a projection of light came out, as if watching a movie in 
a cinema. The three light beams combined to form a single square, and when 
I looked at it I got immersed in a 3D reality, as if jumping into a painting.

Next thing I was in a spaceship with my 
Master best friend Amará. We were going to 
visit a place for her birthday, which is shortly 
before mine. In our transportation device we 
went to an ancient European forest, a sub-
lime, mystical and sensual experience. We 
talked with fairies and she kept showing me 
her hands. Our conversations were all about 
allowing and what it really means in practice. 
We breathed the whole forest in. 

Next stop was my birthday and I had taken 
us to a place in India where there were little 
cannibal kids that were quite hungry. In my 
dream I went full on victimhood, crying cause 
I had taken us to a nightmare. She turned 
to me and said: Thalí, you see?! Allowing is 
the same in the forest as in the nightmare. 
There’s nothing wrong with us being here, 
we are bringing these little demons to the 
light of our awareness. Nothing will happen 
to us. This is a gift. Just keep allowing your-
self in! Ouchy! She said, while plucking out 
the cheeky bastards as if they were miniature 
thorns in her fingertips. “Ouchy! Light, light!” 
We laughed together. 

I fully understood what she meant; I only had to do the same thing we did 
in the woods. So simple! It didn’t matter if the experience was unpleasant for 
the mind, it was all about allowing and breathing it in. Then we went back to 
the spaceship and I woke up.

Now let’s go to September 14th 2022. I had a strange birthday with many 
mixed emotions and a lot of allowing. The next day, I spent time enjoying the 
pool and went for our short hike later than expected. I took the dogs and left 
the hotel around 5:30 p.m. Sunset here happens near around 8:30 p.m., so I 
planned to walk for an hour and then do a full trek the next day. 

Nature was so enchanting that Ticho, Laisha and me kept walking and 
going further up the hills in the rainforest. We reached a little waterfall, and I 
thought how lucky are we! It was already close to 7 o’clock so I started getting 
nervous about the return trip. There were two ways to get back: the beauti-
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ful adventure path or walking along the side of the highway. Ticho stared at 
me and insisted on adventure. The path looked clearly marked, even though 
it went through the forest, so I chose adventure! What could go wrong if we 
only needed to go down?

Everything was going smooth until we reached a mountain wall and the 
path disappeared. I had no idea how far we had already walked, and the sun 
was going down. My nervousness increased, and when I saw that my phone 
had no signal, I started to panic. I couldn’t find the way back and I didn’t hear 
the waterfall anymore. Oh goddamn it! We were lost.

I felt terrified. Remembering my ex, I felt an awful pain and absence. He 
used to calm me when I had anxiety attacks, whenever I felt in danger or over-
whelmed by the world. He was my safety net. Now, can you imagine every-
thing that was paying me a visit in the wooded darkness? Besides self doubt, 
there were past lives aspects: the orphan, the unbalanced Maiden waiting 
to be rescued, the fearful and controlling Mother, the ‘I fucked up’ wounded 
child, the helpless Queen that loved to play the victim in the landscape of her 
power games. The one who lost love and felt suicidal. The coward angel. The 
pioneer who crossed far beyond the limits of the first circle of Creation, broke 
down in a Wall of Fire and now was completely lost in duality and alone. 

I screamed my lungs out crying HELP! Of course I summoned Adamus, 
Kuthumi, Tobias, Yeshua, Quan Yin, and not hearing from them drowned me 
deeper in despair. But their compassion is so great that they allowed me to 
face my deepest and most hidden fears, the ones that lived in the basement 
of the basement under a carpet with locks, buried down in a dungeon. Not 
only that, they were allowing me to experience – from my own choice and in 
a truly real way – becoming my own Hero.

I kept trying to find the little path so we could go back to the waterfall but, 
being fully invested in panic, I allowed myself to make worse decisions. I 
started jumping, crossing and destroying fences like crazy. I removed the locks 
and threw them to the grass shouting I have no time to repair your fence, we 
need to live!!! (In hindsight, I found this quite funny.) I was also afraid that 
guard dogs from the properties I was breaking into would come out, as Ticho 
has zero aggressiveness even when he gets attacked (he’s a ‘catch me if you 
can’ type) and at 14 Laishita is a senior. And, of course, these hills and valleys 
are well known to be narcos territory, which added to the cocktail of fear.

Now thunder made its appearance. We were in absolute darkness, not even 
light from the moon was visible through the trees, and surrounded by broken 
logs, rocks and humid rainforest. Thank dog I had the lamp of my phone, and 
in a glimpse of signal I was able to see the map. We were far away from any 
visible road or highway but having the map at hand helped a lot. 

Any time I screamed, my dogs became more and more anxious, and with 
the thunder and rain, plus the rockets from patriotic parties in town, they were 
losing it. (It was independence day for Mexico, so we could hear the festivities 
in the distance.) 
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For a moment I believed it couldn’t get any worse. Then I told to myself 
OKAY ENOUGH! STOP AND TAKE A DEEP DAMN BREATH. Although the 
idea of making a full stop in a place well known for its venomous snakes, spi-

ders and scorpions made me tremble, I knew I just needed to come back 
to my center. 

I stopped and allowed myself to feel the rain. I breathed deeply, drank 
a bit of water and even took a pee. The thunder clapped again and one 
of my dogs tried to run away, so I went after her with no pants on. I could 
hear the laughter of the whole Ascended Masters Club, and my soul was 
crying in laughter: What an experience are we living! 

Whilst breathing I started feeling my Gnost. I remembered the story of 
the crystal from Adamus, and the ‘I Exist’ story from Geoffrey when a stone 
was going to hit him. It was my energy telling me that if I got myself in, then 
I was going to get myself out. I remembered the words of my friend Amará: 
First make the conscious choice and then simply allow it with no expecta-
tions. My Soul whispered: Release control, you are in my hands. All is well.

I commanded my energy in loud voice: I am pure awareness! I Exist! I 
command all of my energies to serve me in freedom! I Am that I Am!!!!

Everything came back as a warm embrace, like a magic bubble envel-
oping me. My heart felt held in absolute delectable and tasty love, even 
amongst the panic. In that moment, I felt the absolute conviction that I 
was going to get me and my dogs out of this safe and sound. I made the 
deepest assumption, and accompanied it by putting all my energy and 
focus into feeling it with my whole heart and being. I even said: I’ll be back 
before they close the restaurant and will order a mezcal and cerveza with 
Clamato, and have a whole pizza to myself!

There was no more room for fear, for it had literally taken me to nowhere 
and got us even more lost. Now I had to embrace my wisdom with the 
avatar of my choosing: inner warrior and fearless princess Xena. 

I had to become my own man, guided by my feminine intuition. I had to 
bring myself back to wholeness, to be fully present and to be the stability I 
needed to get us out of there. And I knew that if I slipped back into dual-

ity and fear, things could really get worse. Here is where conscious choices 
become a magic wand. 

I continued walking with the doggies and reached an open fork in the path. 
One side was a bit clearer as there were not so many trees, and the other 
looked like a dark cave as I could only see stones. On the darkest path there 
were fireflies sparkling. My head told me to take the more visible path; my 
intuition disagreed but, afraid of the darkness, I followed my mind. After walk-
ing for 20 minutes, I found a super creepy huge castle type of house next to 
a smaller one, standing empty. I was inside the property, in front of a huge 
porch that had several closed locks and chains in it. My dream came back to 
me: Keep allowing yourself. Stay behind the short wall from the judgments 
and opinions of the mind. We are gonna make it!
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I felt that we must be close to the highway if we were already trespassing 
houses, but it didn’t feel safe there. When I came back to the fork, the fireflies 
were still in the darker path, and I realized in the most literal way what blindly 
following your heart truly means. As I walked toward what seemed the most 
dangerous path, the fireflies flew further in. Oh, I get it! They are guiding us! I 
realized this was a dried up riverbed. The stones were huge and slippery, but 
my heart said: Follow the river, let the current take you.

So I did. We kept walking, and suddenly I stumbled upon what seemed 
to be recently hatched eggs, similar in size to chicken eggs. F*ck! Those are 
from snakes! I remembered my Master Rights: I Am Safe! And talking to the 
animals, assuming that every single thing no matter what is my energy, I told 
them I’m a Master and that there’s no need to come out and say hi to us.

Walking on I found the skeleton of another animal, but the fireflies were 
our twinkling guides. Soon heard the sounds of the parties getting closer and 
knew we were near the highway. 

Suddenly we reached a steep ravine wall, perhaps 3m tall. I tried to find a 
way around but there was no way to go but down. First I scrambled down to 
find the way, then came back for each dog, one by one, carrying them with 
one arm. At this point I felt like my own Chuck Norris, until – pum! – I slipped 
with Laisha and we rolled over like a snowball. Miraculously we were both fine! 
I hit my head and knees, but felt no pain and had no broken bones, twisted 
ankles or sprained muscles. I saw Ticho with his vest halfway down his body 
and it was such a hilarious scene that I broke down in laughter. This was such 
a relief! 

We walked for another 10 minutes and – voilá! – reached the highway. At 
the exact moment we got there, two local women were walking by with their 
own lamps. I told them I had gotten lost in the mountains and asked if they 
knew how to go to my hotel. The compassion in their eyes reminded me of 
Adamus and Kuthumi, and I knew I was with my beloved friends. The women 
told me I was still far away from our place but that they knew a shortcut, and 
within minutes they had taken us to the door of my lodging. They declined 
my offer of a drink, I expressed my love and told them goodnight, knowing I 
was interacting with my own energy.

The nightmare was over and we were absolutely safe and sound. I got my 
Margherita pizza and drinks. Doggos got their treats too, and the hotel work-
ers told me terrifying stories of how many people get lost in the forest for 
weeks and how many don’t make it out to tell the story. “I don’t know if you 
believe in God, but you were very lucky!” they said.

It wasn’t a matter of luck, I replied. It was a matter of absolute and blind 
trust. Not trust in a random God somewhere out there, not in the Ascended 
Masters, not in the Crimson Circle, the goodness of Gaia or the elementals 
of the rainforest hills, not in crystals nor lucky charms, not even in my dogs. It 
was full, pure and unconditional trust in nothing else but My Self. 

Thalía is an intrepid Soul 
who took too many lifetimes 
to realize she wasn’t the trees 
but the forest itself. Born and 
raised in Mexico, she used 
to be an investigative human 
rights activist and journalist 
for the major Mexican outlet 
El Universal and a Playboy 
Magazine reporter, until the 
potential for Enlightenment 
ruined her career. She left 
that sad, traumatic, and mis-
erable life behind and finally 
allowed herself to enjoy life. 
She lived in South East Asia 
for four years, mainly in Hanoi, 
Vietnam, and is now back in 
Mexico, embodying her Self 
and discovering a whole uni-
verse in the natural shampoo 
making world, bringing to life 
her own creations through 
sensual aromas of wild & cos-
mic endeavors. Thalía is start-
ing her own business called 
‘De lo Cósmico & Salvaje’ 
together with her best pal 
Agné Viliutè (Amará), and may 
be contacted via email. 

mailto:thalia.guido.ze@gmail.com
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gratitude to the 
angels

Dear Angels, 

It’s because of you that we can continue the 

work of inspiring and opening consciousness. 

Thank you for your energetic support. We can 

feel it, especially on the challenging days. Thank 

you for your financial support, you’ll never 

know what a difference it makes for countless 

beings around the world.

The Crimson Circle Staff

GRATITUDE TO THE ANGELS

In this holiday time, we want to take a moment to acknowledge a very special group of 
Shaumbra, the Crimson Circle Angels. These wonderful beings consistently provide the 
high-consciousness foundation for everything we offer to the world, and their energetic 
and financial support makes it possible to continue the work that now brings us to the eve 
of Heaven’s Cross. 
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WHAT DO THE CRIMSON CIRCLE ANGELS DO?

Crimson Circle Angels provide an essential energy for the Crimson Circle, not only with their 
financial support but also with their love, and heartfelt encouragement.

There is a long list of services and materials that the Crimson Circle Angels help make avail-
able as we support consciousness across the world. These include the Crimson Circle website, 
free webcasts, free transcripts, customer services, free audio and video recordings of all the 
monthly Shouds, the monthly Shaumbra Magazine, international websites and translations, 
many free downloads in the Crimson Circle Store, and so much more.

HOW DOES THE ANGEL PROGRAM WORK?

It is a monthly donation subscription program with three levels of participation to choose 
from, $22, $44, and $99 per month. 

All participating Angels receive:

• Access to two special “Angels only” Adamus channels each year.  
The next webcast for the Angels will take place on December 20, 2022

• Advance notice of all Crimson Circle in-person events

• Access to the House of Angels, a private social network for Crimson Circle Angels only

• Download link for the PDF of each monthly Shoud sent directly via email

$44 and $99 subscription Angels also receive automatic discounts of 5% and 10%,  
respectively, on all items in the Crimson Circle Store (excluding in-person events).

MORE INFO

HOW TO BE AN ANGEL?

If you would like to become a Crimson 
Circle Angel, please CLICK HERE to see the 
Angel benefits and subscribe. Your name 
will be listed on the Angels page of the 
Crimson Circle website (unless you choose 
to be anonymous).

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/angels/
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/angels/
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/More/Angels
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sexual energies 
school

RETURN TO THE ESSENCE OF YOUR SELF 

DECEMBER 9–11, 2022
HOSTED LIVE BY GEOFFREY & LINDA HOPPE
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I never thought I would really need something like SES (on the basis of 
this lifetime). Of course, I didn’t have a clue what it is truly about. This 
year I felt the call to join, and I understand so well why this is one of the 
core materials. Life changing. Difficult, but so beyond-words beautiful.  
~ MG

Thank you so much for this amazing experience! It was very tough, 
intense and quite overwhelming. And I suppose this was exactly what  I 
needed! ~ SDH

I realize why it took until now for me to ‘finally’ take this workshop. 
Previous to now, I wasn’t ready… Wow. Thank you, to all who participat-
ed and contributed. Truly a liberating and paradigm shifting experience! 
~ MH

All makes sense to me now. I am so glad I was able to attend. ~ MR

It’s been amazing and life changing experience for sure. ~ RS

Thank you for this deeply touching and deeply moving experience!!  
~ SH

This course has indeed been the greatest gift I could ever give myself. 
~ RH

Life changing experience indeed. ~ HG

The Sexual Energies School is hosted live twice yearly by Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe

Cost: $595 (Previous attendees automatically receive a 50% discount)

Language: E-reader translations in 21 languages

Access: Streaming access to videos and text for 90 days

MORE INFO WATCH EXCERPTS

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/sexual-energies-school-online-december-9-11-2022.html
https://youtu.be/g2UIaauIcXQ
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becoming  
a virtuoso

I t may seem obvious, but in order to be a Master, one has to let go of every-
thing that isn’t masterly. It’s not always easy, but fortunately this releasing is a 
natural process that unfolds in each individual’s perfect time, via a path that 

is unique to each one. Mine was through the music of Count St. Germain.

Music has always been my passion. As a matter of fact, I chose to experience the 
process of awakening and a major part of the subsequent transformation through 
it. Years back, I thought that I was just having one professionally-existential crisis 
after another, but now I know that it all served me as a part of the coming-back-
home journey. 

A true turning point was the discovery of early music. That opened up a whole 
new world, with way more potential for being creative. You see, the ‘usual’ clas-
sical music scene is very tradition-based, quite rigid and shaped by conventions. 
There is little performing freedom: you play exactly what is written, in a certain 
way. Perhaps only a tiny bit more ‘individual’ here and there, a bit better, a bit 

BECOMING  
A VIRTUOSO
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By Mojca Gal

more in tune. However, I am not particularly good in obeying conventions just 
for the sake of them. Early music on the other hand, meaning music written 
before 1800, tries to understand the principles of the performance practice. 
And these principles not only allow, but ask you to be individual in your execu-
tion, and to be creative. Namely, the music score is just a base, and the per-
former will improvise on this base, add embellishments and the like. 

Music is a sensual experience: it should speak, paint, express. 
Two notes are never equal. The harmony is a mouthful, voluptuous, 
melting like a piece of dark chocolate. I feel that music in the 18th 
century still had the understanding of the beauty of true sensuality, 
or the sensuality of beauty. Discovering this helped me open up to 
sensual experience as a musician, and as a human.

Improvisation also means being flexible and fluid, being willing 
to take risks no matter the outcome. It may work out beautifully, 
but it may also not work out that well. In the beginning, this was 
a real challenge for me, as I was a horrible perfectionist and, as a 
consequence, quite a control freak. Neither of which agrees with 
improvisation or true creativity. Perfectionism and control restricts 
the flow. But over time, the less judgmental and failure-fearing I 
was, the more flexible I became, and the more the execution was able to flow! 
Not to mention, I started to truly enjoy it.

Yes, I love 18th century art, and so, in late 2020, I was very excited to dis-
cover violin solos written by the Count St. Germain. We performed one of 
them in a small event. The music was charming. And then, as we were stand-
ing in the parking area, the idea was suddenly there: “Let’s make a recording. 
Tartini and St. Germain.” For context, Tartini’s music is extraordinarily dear and 
near to me. So much so, that it has been a lifetime dream to record some of 
his music. But due to the lack of self-trust, I did not dare to even express this 
dream! And then, with a gentle push on behalf of St. Germain’s music, the 
dream was about to be realized. Part of me was freaking out: Really? Are you 
ready? Are you good enough?? And there was the answer back, coming from 
deeper within: Will. You. Finally. STOP. Doubting. Yourself?! NOW.

Within a few days, we had a wonderful crew, a harpsichord to use for free, 
a recording space, time frames set, and a publishing label. It took one phone 
call and a few emails. It was easy. I was awestruck. The last project of this kind 
was challenging, to say the least. The result was nice, but I came through it 
mainly with the good old ‘poor me sacrificing myself for art and my ensemble’ 
feeling. But THIS time, I was determined to do it differently. With dignity, as 
a Master.

The start was too good to be true, but afterwards it was not all roses. Oh 
no. The self-doubt issue was just the tip of the iceberg that would be faced 
in the following weeks. The biggest paradox was, perhaps, that I decided to 
record works from a composer who had no trouble receiving gifts or allow-
ing abundance. On the top of it, I wanted to realize the project as a Master! I 
was very much aware that getting into this project would force me to address 
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some issues for real, not just in theory. Without excuse. In essence, it all came 
down to the lack of self-worth, and to ‘not being good enough to deserve 
more than a minimum’ issue. There were some deeply imprinted (and largely 
ancestral) beliefs to face and to let go. The beliefs, for example, that I always 
need to work hard in order to deserve something good, that sacrificing and 
suffering are compulsory, and that putting myself last is a ‘righteous’ attitude. 
I had trouble receiving gifts. I would rather turn them down, or think I need to 
immediately give something in return. It felt like a hopeless Abundance Clinic 
case. Obviously, I very much needed some proper butt-kicking. And I got it. 

In order to fund the project, I needed to launch a crowdfunding campaign. 
Such a campaign can, in essence, only succeed if one creates the environment 
within oneself for the support to come in, and is willing to receive it. I on the 
other hand, had as much trouble receiving any help or any support, from 
anyone, as I wished for the project to succeed. And this mixture doesn’t really 
work – it is similar to saying ‘yes’ and ‘no’ at the same time. How should the 
energy react, to ‘yes’ or to ‘no’? It wasn’t exactly fun and I had three weeks of 
hell – negotiating with myself, procrastinating in releasing beliefs, falling back 
into self-doubt, coming out again – over and over again. Ultimately, I came 
through and the campaign succeeded. I won’t claim that all the self-worth 
issues were cleared during that time, but it was a breakthrough and I released 
some of the worst garbage.

Finally, I could focus on a delightful part, namely the music itself. Now, the 
music notation of violin solos is more or less a sketch, rather simple at first 
sight, as many 18th century sonatas are. But a musical score from that time 
was never intended to be played exactly as written. It is not like a take-out 
dinner. Rather, it provides you with basic ingredients, but you still have to cook 
it yourself and season it well if you want it to taste good. Often, that means 
you need to add more notes than what is written. I would use my knowledge 
of the 18th century performance practice as a basic ‘cooking recipe,’ but then 
feel into the composition and into all that is ‘behind’ the notation itself. The 
hidden potentials of the piece can truly make the music flourish when they 
are sensed and brought out to the best abilities of the artist. But, of course, 
exactly how to embellish the music is another question. No music treatise of 
further instructions from St. Germain are extant. However, I have found two 
beautiful (and amusing) descriptions of the Count as a performer, written by 
his 18th century contemporaries.

On violin playing:

But his play indeed was delightful! The violin in his hands has all the 
Softness and Sweetness of a Flute, & yet all the Strength of the loudest 
Strings: his Execution is not of that rapid prodigious kind as Veracini & 
Geminiani; but his Play is more easy and harmonious & his Excellence is 
Softness. He piques himself You know upon the Expression of the Passions 
in his Music especially the tender Ones, & both his Composition & his 
Manner are almost all Affettuoso; for his music is entirely fitted to his own 
way of Performing & would be nothing I am convinced from anybody else.  
(Letter from Horac Walpole)
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And on singing:

He has absolutely no voice, what he sings with is Feign’d, and so low that 
in a large room is quite lost, yet he will raise it sometimes to Thunder of a 
Song of Rage as much as he will languish in One of Love: for his Action is 
still more Expressive than his Sounds. He accompanies himself without Book; 
& addresses himself in All he has to express to the Company: he frowns & 
Scorns & Threatens & looks in a Fury when he is to be in a Passion , & is so 
terribly Soft and & Languishing in his Tender Fits that there is no support-
ing it. - Woe! be to the Person within the reach of his Eye! for he makes 
Love so violently that they must have a most Inflexible Contenance to stand 
it. As he is wholly possess’d by the Part he is Acting, I believe it would 
be address’d equally to an old Man or a Young Woman who was his next 
Neighbour, but poor Miss Yorke who happened to be in that Situation, & not 
much used to be so address’d not understanding what he was saying, would 
have been very glad to be out of it, & look’s so Embarassée we were not a 
little diverted. No Fine Lady can stand at his Elbow while he sings, & fancy 
Herself as a real Object of all that Languishment without its going to her heart.  
(Letter from Lady Jemima)

From those descriptions, it was even clearer that we should look for a 
subtle but expressive and very florid execution. We spent a couple of weeks 
experimenting and searching, essentially just feeling into the music of Count 
St. Germain. 

With some music, the energy woven into the composition is so strong, or 
perhaps it resonates with me so much, that it shakes me to the core. Any 
expression becomes almost a physical experience, be it joy or despair, or 
anything in between. I may find myself flying with the first movement and my 
heart shrinking with the second, sometimes to tears. St. Germain’s music is 
very evocative. I played it many times over a year and a half, and the effect 
never wore off but stayed consistently strong. It was filled with so much pas-
sion, that I felt it in my muscles and body. A sort of energy that is at the same 
time gentle and grand, and puts me into a very alert and open state of pres-
ence. It was such a privilege to discover and play his music. 

It has been about a year and a half since these events happened, but I 
wasn’t able to understand them in a broader context until recently. In musical 
terms, I finally stopped procrastinating and let go of a self-image I was still 
holding on to, namely of the eternal apprentice, and was able to stand in front 
of the microphones with the dignity of a virtuoso. This releasing of long-held 
limitations led to participation in even more transformative Cloud Classes 
such as Threshold and Soul Encounters. Those were off my radar when I was 
still keeping all that trash in my life, becoming an option only after I was will-
ing to dump it. 

It is so reassuring to see how everything unfolds in the most appropriate 
order and speed. I have realized that I don’t need to do anything but to relax 
and be open to whatever comes next, for I am always exactly where I need 
to be.

Mojca lives in Basel, 
Switzerland, where she shares 
her love for art as a performing 
musician and dancer. She is pas-
sionate about helping people 
get in touch with their body and 
breath as a Pilates and breath-
work instructor. Mojca can be 
reached through her website, 
MojcaGal.com, with more infor-
mation about her music here.

https://www.mojcagal.com/
https://www.ensembleadfontes.com/discography
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The realized Master who chooses to remain embodied on 
Earth enjoys a number of self-evident and self-given rights. 
According to Adamus Saint-Germain, these are the mini-
mum necessities that a sovereign being requires to live as an 
embodied Master on the planet. Not bestowed by any other 
being, these rights are the Master’s acknowledgements that 
the energy is serving them in total grace. 

“I felt into all of your suggestions. Not just the ones that 
were submitted in writing, but the ones that you thought 
about or perhaps posted online but didn’t send in. I took an 
overall assessment of the Master’s Rights, extracted the top 
ones and reworded them to state it in an affirmative way. 
So, we’re going to go through those now and talk about the 
Rights of a Master.”

~ Adamus Saint-Germain

Cost $0 
Format: Downloadable PDF
Access: Unlimited

MORE INFO

RIGHTS OF A MASTER 
REALIZATIONS OF EMBODIED MASTERS

Divinity, freedom, love, and mastery have proved elusive 
for eons, seemingly hidden away in some far-off realms acces-
sible only to a fortunate few. Now, with the wisdom, maturity 
and passion of the soul, the door is unlocked and opening. 
Now is the time to be in your passion, a realized embodied 
Master, a Merlin grounding the gateway to the other realms, 
thereby allowing movement between here and beyond.

These profound sessions provide a roadmap for where 
we’ve come, and where we’re going to in the coming years. 
Sam delivers shocking news about his journey, Nikola Tesla 
explains what happened with his free energy experiments, 
and Kuthumi challenges Shaumbra to beat his record of 
staying on the planet after Realization. Merlin explains 
how to remember our interdimensional journeys, and St. 
Germain delivers breath-taking insights into the next part 
of our work.

Cost $300
Format: Online Streaming
Access: View for 90 days after purchase

MORE INFO

WATCH EXCERPTS

DREAM OF THE MERLIN 
THIS IS THE LIFE YOU CHOSE,  

NOW LET IT MANIFEST

NEWEST PRODUCTS Check here each month to see the newest releases not featured elsewhere in this issue!

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/rights-of-a-master.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/dream-of-the-merlin-online-september-2022.html
https://youtu.be/utoFWWAK8F8
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NEWEST PRODUCTS

Recognized around the world for his insightful and captivat-
ing lectures, short stories and books, it seems that Mark Twain 
still has more to say! In this delightful and inspiring message, 
Mr. Twain takes a few moments out of his celestial celebrations 
to delight the audience once again with his wit and wisdom. 

While you may wonder what the preeminent 20th century 
author has to do with enlightenment and the Shaumbra 
journey, the answer becomes clear as his story develops. 
For, you see, the man known as Samuel Clemens was one 
of the incarnations of soul also known as St. Germain. 

As Mark Twain makes his way to heaven at the end of 
his illustrious life on Earth, he is at first puzzled by the 
strange reception and then acutely relieved to remember 
his true origins – but only after a bit of heavenly tomfoolery. 

Cost $0
Format: Download
Access: Unlimited

MORE INFO

WATCH ON YOUTUBE

CHECKING INTO HEAVEN 
MARK TWAIN’S AFTERLIFE ADVENTURES

Check here each month to see the newest releases not featured elsewhere in this issue!

A fascinating look into the rapidly developing digital realms 
being created and experienced by humans across the globe. 
Augmented Reality is already here in things such as hip and 
eye lens replacements, and swiftly emerging in things like 
wearable visual augmentation. Virtual Reality began with 
video games and is quickly becoming more immersive and 
“real.” Soon will be Total Digital Reality where a human 
can be digitized and uploaded into the metaverse, much like 
embedding our consciousness into biological/physical reality. 

“We are in the midst of a quantum leap of consciousness 
on the planet… It’s going to change everything, but it’s also 
going to bring conflict, because there are those who don’t 
want to change. That’s absolutely fine, but they’re going 
to find it increasingly difficult to stay here, to live on the 
planet in a time of a quantum change in consciousness.”  
~ Adamus Saint-Germain

Cost $95
Format: Online Streaming
Access: View for 90 days after purchase

MORE INFO

WATCH TRAILER

PROGNOST 2022 UPDATE 
META REALITIES

https://youtu.be/SyafXsSvhl8
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognost-2022-update.html
https://youtu.be/Q5sekwAu83g
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a s p e c t o l o g y ®

A S P E C TO LO G Y ®

S O LV I N G  T H E  P U Z Z L E  O F  T H E  H U M A N  P S Y C H E
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Who is really living your life? Who’s 
making the decisions, reacting to 
others, maybe even holding you 

back? Aspects are the way of the soul experienc-
ing itself. But when they get stuck through some 
kind of trauma, they try to take over your life which 
can result in chaos, self-sabotage, confusion, and 
never-ending frustration. Aspectology, also called 
“New Energy Psychology,” provides groundbreak-
ing information on human nature, healing, and 
conscious creation. Unlike traditional psychology 
which assumes there is something wrong with you 
that must be fixed (or medicated), the wisdom of Aspectology 
assumes that you are whole and complete at your core, no 
matter the level of your current difficulties.

Aspects are creation and expressions of yourself that were 
originally meant to be helpful. For example, your driver aspect 
understands how to operate a car and move through traffic. 
You may have a parent aspect, a student aspect, a spiritual 
seeker aspect, or even a “me-taking-a-shower” aspect, all of 
which allow you to experience life with more ease and grace. 

However, when an injury or shock occurs (such as a car acci-
dent or hurtful words from a teacher), the aspect can become 
traumatized and stuck. It no longer serves you as intended, but 
rather reacts to protect itself (you) in seemingly illogical ways. 
When you consider all the aspects you’ve created in through 
many lifetimes on Earth, it becomes easy to understand illogi-
cal fears, overreactions, and repetitive patterns. Considering 
all the trauma you’ve been through, it’s no wonder you might 
struggle with things like love, self-trust, self-judgment and 
more. Even “demonic” encounters are usually the result of 
severely stuck aspects. 

The good news is that when one chooses conscious integra-
tion, the stuck energy can finally start moving, healing takes 
place, and the hidden wisdom your soul has been collecting 
can be revealed. You also are then free to be the conscious cre-
ator of your life, living fully as a Master in the freedom of “AND” 
– because being singular is just so limiting.
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“Aspectology is natural. It is natural for any 

creator being to create actors of itself, to cre-

ate aspects that will serve it. It is a natural 

thing for all of these aspects to return back 

home, sooner or later. 

Somewhere deep within, you have chosen to 

make this the lifetime, the Point of Presence, 

for welcoming all of your aspects back home.”  

– Tobias

HISTORY AND MORE INFO

The Aspectology School was first channeled by Tobias in 
April 2008 in Kelowna, BC, Canada and again in Romania a 
month later. It was then filmed with a live audience in July 
2008 at Breckenridge, Colorado, becoming one of the core 
Crimson Circle workshops presented by certified teachers 
around the world. Then in 2015 Adamus Saint-Germain 
added several new channels, updating this important 
school with his own insights and profound wisdom, and the 
technology allowed it to be offered online to attendees all 
over the world. 

In Aspectology, Tobias and Adamus speak about the 
aspects we create to experience and manage our lives. An 
aspect represents a certain part of you, for example a par-
ent, a child, a musician, warrior, businessperson, or healer. 
Aspects can also represent past life identities, certain talents 
and abilities, and even your mind and biology. Every human 
has thousands and thousands of aspects. In essence, they are 
the rays of your divine self.

Aspects are normally fully integrated. However, they can 
also become wounded or fragmented as a result of a trau-
matic experience such as physical abuse, a serious illness, 
divorce or an accident; it can also be a part of yourself that 
you deny or reject. When such trauma occurs, aspects can 
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become stuck or dissociated, thereby influencing 
your life in unconscious and sometimes detrimen-
tal ways. In some cases, a person can develop a 
Multiple Personality Disorder.

With the tools offered in this workshop you can 
start to recognize the aspects that are not fully 
integrated in your life and invite them back home 
within. This process can be very challenging and 
intense, but also very liberating and healing. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

Unintegrated aspects can cause things like:

• Illogical fears, disruptive emotional reactions

• Recurring patterns of self-sabotage or victimhood

• Guilt, confusion, shame, lack of abundance

You don’t need these things anymore

It’s time to bring them home

Format: Access to streaming video and text e-reader for 90 days

Cost: $595 (previous attendees receive 50% discount)

Translations: E-reader transcript of channels  
available in 17 languages

• Norsk    • Pt. Brasileiro   • Pусский

• Italiano   • Français    • Čeština

• Español   • Suomi    • Română

• Deutsch   • Dansk    • ελληνικά

• 한국어   • Magyar    • 日本語

• Português   • Polski

NOTE – Due to the intense nature of the material, this 
class is always hosted live by Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe and 
is offered online once a year.

MORE INFO

WATCH EXCERPTS

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/aspectology-school-online-january-27-29-2023.html
https://youtu.be/v_TceKVOv-Y
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Getting scared? Keep your grounding, know where 
you are (your consciousness) and enjoy your life. 
Keep shining!

~ FA

GREAT INFORMATION!

Adamus describes how the biggest shift happening 
on the planet right now is... a quantum consciousness 
shift that is changing the nature of how the reality 
is perceived. It’s an evolution of the human species 
that is long overdue, according to Adamus, and it is 
scary, for it entails huge changes – not only in one’s 
own reality landscape but also in the collective human 
structures and nature itself.… The central point: reality 
is simply a matter of where I want to put my conscious-
ness. There are no limitations!

~ LC

FASTEN YOUR SEATBELTS!

Fasten your seatbelts, we have a wild ride ahead…. It 
is a fact right now that people are buying “real estate” 
in the Metaverse. Dating? Starting a digital family? The 
nature of reality is changing. And it doesn’t feel good 
for my nature loving human. I need to do some repairs 
on my own Short Wall to make it more solid. With all 
the drama in the world right now it helps to go within 
and find a true refuge. 

~ IW

VAST UPDATE

What I liked most was the final part about the path less 
traveled – exploring the realms of the Soul – the way 
of Shaumbra and why we are here. A lot of wisdom is 
brought in this talk. I found this to be a valuable up-

ALLOWING OTHER REALITIES

There are just enough humans who have a sense 
that there is “more” and are going into the quantum 
consciousness that will change the very nature of the 
reality on the planet.

Are you willing to allow yourself to be in the other 
realities and realms? Adamus makes it clear that it’s 
not about “going out there,” it’s about opening up 
and letting them come to your presence. To have that 
[awareness] now is a game changer. It’s gettin’ real!

~ KH

TITLE MISSING

Normally I’m not so easy to scare, but this ProGnost 
really opened my eyes and mind to the things happen-
ing right now on Earth and it indeed is scaring. What 
struck me the most was the fact that my consciousness 
and perception create my reality … I knew that, BUT 
what happens with the human when he/she goes into 
the digital reality?? Can you merge so much into it that 
you get lost?! YES, if you choose to. 

THE CRITICS CORNER
Excerpts from Shaumbra reviews and comments on various products in the CC store. To leave your own feedback on any class or  
product, simply go to the item page in the Crimson Circle store and click on Ratings and Reviews!

$95

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognost-2022-update.html
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bodies, we go back to connecting with our soul, our 
wisdom, energy, potentials. Why not do it consciously? 
And become more dream aware. Use our dreams to 
resolve issues, bring new potentials to this reality. This 
is the next step in living as a Master. 

This presentation connects so well with Kasama (self-
worth) and the recent Dream of Merlin. So, Shaumbra, 
dream a new dream. Use dreams to rest, rejuvenate, 
heal, resolve issues, feel your own essence. 

~ IW

ACCEPTING YOUR ENERGY

I Am Worthy comes with much clarity about the jour-
ney and the experience as a human on Earth and how, 
ultimately, it brings the acceptance of your energy.… 
The merabh adds more clarity to the subject of worthi-
ness and ease – we do not have to work at it. What 
stayed longer with me was the fact that we do not 
have to prove anything to our energy, it is simply here 
to serve us if we allow it to do that. 

~ FIM

date, and is not just about tech stuff, but many insights 
into consciousness and why we are here now.

~ FM

OUR MULTI-DIMENSIONAL NATURE 

Adamus says clearly that we dream, even if we are 
aware in this reality, about 12 dreams at the same 
time and now it’s time to become “dream aware.” 
And, as the professor would state, there is not a lot of 
good information about dreams on the planet, just a 
lot of makyo. That has to do with the mind approach, 
when the best approach is kind of looking from the 
soul overview…. It’s about the connection to the soul. 
Without dreams, we would simply vanish from the 
planet. Now it’s time to ground the dreams and bring 
the soul awareness here. 

~ FM

LET’S DREAM BIG

We dream all the time. This – right now – is noth-
ing but a dream. During the night, when we rest our 

THE CRITICS CORNER

$25

$33

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/adamus-on-topic-dreamworlds.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/i-am-worthy.html
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Compiled by  
Carolina Oquendo

WHAT’S HAPPENING WITH ME AND MY BODY?

WHEN YOU STOP CONTROLLING, IT STOPS HURTING 

Dear Master, I’ve not been feeling like myself for some time now. I feel tired. My head is heavy 
and there’s no vitality – at least not as it was before – and I’m still young!! What’s happening? 
What’s wrong with me? 

There’s tremendous energy right now. Part of you is feeling the excruciating, pulverizing force, 
and that’s probably okay, because it’s really grinding out a lot of things that just aren’t appropriate. 

Being tired is really good for you right now, not getting a good night’s sleep. Because you 
know what? It’s breaking down some of your defenses and your controls and your limitations 
because you get so damn tired that you don’t have the energy to put up all of these psychic barriers 
and walls. So you’re just breaking them down. 

Take a good deep breath right now. Just take that plunge into it. Feel those energies, 
and remember that energy is here to serve you. Remember the basics of energy. It has no 
agenda whatsoever. It has no mind. It has no direction. It doesn’t care. It’s just energy. It doesn’t 
have feelings. 

So many of you have gotten to the point where you’re kind of afraid of energy. Okay, now let’s 
do a really good deep breath … bringing this in. No fear. Allowing it to flow in you. Letting it serve 
you. Letting it serve what you are choosing in your life. Not hiding from this energy.

But sometimes, I feel that the only way to cope with all of this is to try to shove it away, to 
shut down. 

You have an interesting choice: Shut down, wait for the storm to pass, but you’re still going to 
be feeling things and you’re still going to be shut down; or – ah! – drink it in. And a funny thing 

dear master
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happens. When you are drinking it in, when you are just bringing it in without any controls or 
restrictions, suddenly it doesn’t hurt. Suddenly you realize it’s not painful. It doesn’t make your 
thoughts even more complex. It doesn’t hurt your body. 

When you’re shielding yourself from the energies that are here right now, ducking from them, 
then it’s going to hurt, because you have your layers of defense systems up. You’re holding 
back. You’re controlling. 

When you are just bringing it in open, free, uncontrolled, it doesn’t hurt. It doesn’t hurt. 

But can’t I do something to feel better? Shouldn’t I at least exercise more? Or eat differently?

Right now you’re particularly tired a lot, and then what do you do? You say, “Ohhh, I’m just get-
ting older.” So what do you do next? This is so classic… You say, “What’s wrong with me? What’s 
with me? I need more exercise, because I heard on the news or I heard some doctor say ‘more 
exercise.’” Actually, you don’t. Really. 

When we go into light body, you’re going to find a lot of that exercising is total bullshit. It really is. 

So then you’re like, “Then I have to eat different and I …” You see what you’re doing? You’re 
building all of these attributes, personality building. No. You’re tired because you’re going through 
spiritual puberty. It’s a very consuming process. You’re getting rid of all that crap you’ve been 
dragging around for a long time that is not yours. 

It’s a game. It’s a rotten, stinking, addictive game. You, any of you, can get out of it in a – snap! 
– moment. Like that. Any of you can stop telling yourself these less than beautiful things 
about yourself.

At least go into “and.” “And my energy level is low. My balance is low and it’s not.” It’s what 
you choose to believe. (…). Talk to yourself. Let yourself feel yourself. Don’t scream at your soul. 
Don’t scream at me. Talk to yourself. 

Even sleep doesn’t really work, as you probably found out. Best thing, some fresh air, a little light 
exercise, like walking or skipping or something like that. Light exercise, none of these harsh things. 
You’re just going to burn through more energy. Energy level, forget about it for now. 

And your mood? You’re going to be like a rabid bitch dog that hasn’t been fed in two weeks. 
Your mood; you’re trying to control it. Just give yourself permission to be angry. Give yourself 
permission to just let it out, okay, because your mood is going to be absolutely erratic for a while.

Actually, in a way, Cauldre really summarized this by saying, “Things happen on levels which the 
human doesn’t understand nor should have to understand. But it’s getting that human out of 
the way so the I Am can bring about what is greater than what your mind or imagination can 
possibly imagine.”

Source:  
Discovery series: Shoud 9  //  Kharisma series: Shoud 1, 8  //  Walk on series: Shoud 1
 
READ ONLINE

https://www.crimsoncircle.com/News/Articles/Dear-Master/Whats-happening-with-me-and-my-body
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In this monthly feature, we highlight a recording from the past that is 
particularly relevant to things Adamus and Shaumbra are talking about.

MONTHLY SPOOTLLIGIGHHTT

THE NATURAL PATH TO ENLIGHTENMENT 

There are two key factors to embodied Realization and living as a Master on Earth: Allowing 
and the and. In this presentation, Adamus talks about Allowing so big that he calls it Quantum 
Allowing! “It’s not just Premium Allowing. It’s not just New and Improved Allowing. 

Quantum Allowing is an uncompromised trust in yourself, allowing at the deepest levels of 
truth, reality and pure consciousness.” In other words, enlightenment doesn’t come from hard 
work, study, or discipline. Rather, it is simply a matter of allowing the integration of what is 
already happening naturally. 

This level of Allowing must also include the And, which is allowing multiple perceptions and 
realities to be in awareness at the same time, a truly liberating experience. In this epic presenta-
tion, Adamus is joined by the energies of Metatron, Raphael, and Tobias.

Experience Adamus’ most in-depth exploration of allowing as he invites you to release old 
ties, consider questions like “what creates reality?” and sink deep into true allowing – quantum 
allowing. In this time of intense change, it can seem like everything is dissolving into chaos. But 
with the deep understanding of allowing, you’ll realize that all is truly well.

15% DISCOUNT  
D E C E M B E R  S P OT L I G H T
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10. Resonance (1:04:54)

Now consider the reso-
nance of words like “aware-
ness,” “knowingness,” and 
“wisdom,” as well as the “fine 
print” of Allowing.

11. Quantum Allowing (45:22)

A deep and sacred journey into Allowing, guided by 
the Beloved St. Germain and accompanied by Yoham.

12. Going Forward (1:17:20)

It’s not about how much you’ve studied or done, but 
how much you’ve allowed. Now comes the integration of 
human and soul, as close as your own heartbeat.

13. Now Comes the Time (1:12:49)

In this sacred space of allowing, human and soul are invit-
ed to meld and integrate forevermore. No more excuses.

MORE INFO WATCH EXCERPTS

SESSIONS

1. Safe Space (1:11:33) 

Allowing is allowing without agenda. What is your resis-
tance? Adamus also discusses fear, anxiety, and mind meds

2. Holding Back (1:12:10)

“What’s holding you back?” Audience answers include 
lack of self-worth, false humility, family, endless waiting, 
the intellect, power issues and more.

3. I Exist (41:01)

A deep experience of truly feeling your own exis-
tence – “I Exist. I Am that I Am. I Know that I Know.” No 
more struggle or fight. Just pure allowing.

4. Dreams; I Exist (59:45)

Dreams allow you to experience things in the other 
realms. Start your day with “I Exist,” which brings con-
sciousness into all your experiences.

5. Being Human (1:10:41)

“What is the biggest challenge of being human?” 
After a lively discussion with the audience, Adamus 
invites you to let it all go.

6. The Temple (54:51)

Time is an illusion. Filled with emotions, doubts, and 
darkness, the initiate enters the Temple and finally 
allows a profound transformation.

7. Sweet Integration (59:25)

Now is the time to simply allow the sweet integra-
tion to take place, because “Ultimately, enlightenment is  
the integration.”

8. All is Well (1:10:33)

“What do humans believe guides their lives?” After 
audience responses, Adamus notes that the common 
element is believing in an external power.

9. Words and Reality (1:00:25)

Where you place your consciousness creates reality, 
and words like “thought,” “emotion,” and “belief” each 
have a unique resonance.

• Español 
• Français 
• Italiano

• Norsk
• Polski 
• Português

• Pусский 
• Română
• Suomi 

HIGHLIGHTS

• Quantum Allowing means totally opening up  
to yourself

• Fear shows up to make sure you’re ready 

• Place your consciousness wherever you want to be

• The soul’s passion is pure existence

• “I Exist” – that is the enlightenment

• Your entire journey all comes down to this:  
Allowing

Bonus: Registration includes download access to 
two special audio tracks that are used during the 
Quantum Allowing sessions. 

Cost: $295.00 / $250.75 through Dec. 31, 2022

Featuring: Adamus Saint-Germain and Yoham 
(Gerhard Fankhauser, Einat Gilboa, Amir Yakobi)

Languages: E-reader translations 

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/quantum-allowing.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f7kH-Ceaqkc
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/quantum-allowing.html
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT

TREASURES  
OF THE SEASON
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By Jean Tinder 
Content Manager

As the days get shorter and the darkness grows, I welcome this 
season of reflection. It’s a time to look back and marvel (or 
cringe) at the events of the year and look forward to the prob-

abilities, possibilities, and potentials of the future. More than anything, 
it’s a time to look within, to feel where we are on the inner journey. 

Here in the US, we are between the two biggest 
holidays of the year, Thanksgiving and Christmas. A 
time of gratitude for life’s blessings, followed by a 
time of giving and wonder. In between is also the sol-
stice, a moment of balance, like the pause between 
the inhale and the expression. In this “between time” 
I also feel the longer bookends of the epic Dream of 
the Merlin in September and the Heaven’s Cross event 
coming in March. Expand more and I feel the begin-
ning of our journey in Atlantis and the adventure’s 
culmination in this lifetime. It’s been a crazy ride, this 
Earth journey. Full of surprises, discomfort, discovery, 
joy, grief, love, and so much more. Was it worth all the 
wandering, pain, darkness, and frustration?

Finally, I’m at the point of unequivocally saying “Yes!” I feel a lot of 
gratitude for the wisdom treasures now in my possession, and there 
was probably no other way to find them except to take the paths I 
did and feel everything I felt. There are many, but here are some of 
my favorite gems.

EXPERIENCE WITHOUT CONFLICT

When I really, truly accept the end of duality, it means being IN every 
experience rather than resisting and trying to get out of it. Of course, I’m 
still human and there are times when this neutrality doesn’t feel possible, 
because surely “this” experience is way better “that” one. But more and 
more I am able to sink deeply into whatever is happening, breathe it in 
and immediately feel the wisdom. 

The other day I received some troubling news about one of my kids, 
something no parent wants to hear. As I sat with the feelings, breathed 
deeply and let my heart to open despite the tears and fear, I saw the 
decades-old root of the situation, my contribution to its creation, and 
exactly what my response could be. In the past when similar things have 
come up, I’ve either gone straight into “fix it” mode or given myself some 
platitude like “Their soul is guiding them, just let it be.” While neither 
response is wrong, they both mean I’m not being fully present with what 
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is. But when there’s nothing to fix and everything to honor, it makes the 
space for resolution and healing. And allowing myself to deeply feel and 
be present with the pain, guilt, and hope – without trying to change or 
fix anything – somehow illuminates the potential for a different outcome. 

FLOW WITHOUT RESISTANCE

Closely related to the previous treasure, this one is especially tricky 
for the mind. We humans like to make things happen, and we’ve tried a 
million ways to do it. Prayers, magic potions, blood sacrifices, self-help 
books, diets, university classes, bludgeons, alms, bribery, working our 
fingers to the bone – the list could go on forever. But every item on it has 
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to do with pushing and pulling and trying “making it happen.” Trouble 
is, even with all that effort, things still rarely go the way we want. At 
some point it all becomes so exhausting that we just give up. After all, 
Adamus keeps saying “Just allow!” so we finally try that. But passivity 
doesn’t engage the flow any better than pushing and pulling. So how 
the heck does it really work? That’s where flow comes in.

I’ve taken so many dead ends and detours on my way to a magical life 
that I could write a book on what NOT to do! But being in the flow basi-
cally comes down to self-love, desire, trust, and acceptance. First, you 
must love yourself enough to feel worthy of having your desires fulfilled. 
Then, actually allowing and following your desires, trusting the flow (even 
when things don’t go as planned), and accepting the synchronicity that’s 
already unfolding right in front of you gives the recipe for a magical life!

To me, here’s the bottom line: Flow is being IN the experience of life 
without so much commentary about it. 

MIRACLES ABOUND

Closely related to the previous treasures, this one is about the inherent 
goodness of life. When I use the term “miracle” or “magic,” it’s referring 
to the unplanned, unexpected, perhaps un-understood ways that ener-
gy is always, always serving me. It’s what naturally happens when I take 
my oars out of the water and allow the river of life – my life – to bring me 
where it will. Since it’s mine, there can be nothing that doesn’t support 
my journey and my joy, so it simply can’t go wrong! Unless I interfere.

Someone told me recently how much they enjoyed the holiday, pre-
cisely because they had stopped trying to make it anything other than 
what it was. When I stop trying to make ANYTHING other than what it 
is, I can finally see the miraculous at every turn.

LET PEOPLE HAVE THEIR DRAMA

Everyone is in their own flow of life, whether it’s smooth and steady or 
more like a category 5 hurricane. The problem is that whirlwinds tend to 
grab things and throw them around. It’s just the nature of their energy 
flow, and it means that staying out of other people’s drama sometimes 
requires very subtle awareness. For instance, I tend to be a very punctual 
person and feel most comfortable being on time or early to appoint-
ments. However, once in a while I have a random delay or, worse, a total 
brain fart that causes me to be late or forget the appointment altogether. 
The odd thing is that the few times that’s happened, it somehow fulfilled 
the other person’s expectation of life! In other words, if I miss a phone 
call, forget to send an invitation, or otherwise “drop the ball,” it almost 
invariably validates someone else’s perception of “not being heard” or 
“feeling left out” or some other woe that “keeps happening” to them. 
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It’s important to note that this doesn’t exempt me from personal 
responsibility in any way. I have to take ownership of my own choices, 
blunders and omissions, but when something happens that’s totally out 
of character, that’s the time to see if I got buffeted by someone else’s 
storm – and then gracefully bow out. 

Blessed is the Master who can keep from getting caught up in the 
whirlwinds of others.

PERCEPTION CREATES REALITY

This is another tricky one because we tend to believe our per-
ceptions. The ways we see other people, their motivations, and 
everything else appears totally real. However, like the old adage 
about how the pessimist and optimist see a partially filled glass 
of water, it’s our perception that’s real, which then creates our 
experience. Depending on one’s mood, the highway can be full of 
lovely people out for a spin – or populated with idiots and jerks. 
Same cars, same traffic, same road, just a different perceiver. 

Is there such a thing as objective reality? Ultimately, I don’t 
think so. Talk to me about any situation, even the most horrible 
things humans do to each other, and I can offer a different way 
to perceive it. So, the question becomes, where do I want MY 
attention to go? What kind of world will I choose to perceive 
today? For then it shall be so. That’s how perfectly it works and 
how thoroughly we create our individual realities. 

When you change the way you look at things, the things you look 
at change.

EVERY MOMENT IS NEW

Again, it sounds like a cheesy cliché, but you really CAN 
choose a whole new life at any moment. However, humans are 
creatures of habits and patterns. It makes life on Earth a bit eas-
ier in some ways, but it also makes change seem harder than it 
needs to be. So, how do you change a pattern without pushing 
and pulling and working at it, or seeing it as “wrong” or “right”? 

Here’s one way to look at it. Imagine your life energy is like a puddle. 
It’s placid and smooth until your desire drops a pebble in the water, 
which then sets up a pattern that affects the entire puddle. If you like 
the pattern, keep dropping your attnention-pebbles in that spot and 
it’ll continue. But if you no longer want that pattern, don’t try to fix 
or change it; that only disturbs it more and makes the pattern more 
chaotic. Instead, just go drop in your new attention-pebble somewhere 
else and make a new pattern that you like. 
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We would like to acknowledge the Crimson Circle Angels 
for your unfailing energetic and financial support. Without 
you, we would not be able to make this extensive library 
of material available to conscious and aware humans 
around the world. 

Your support means everything!

In grateful appreciation to the Crimson Circle Angels from 
around the world.

The Crimson Circle Staff

If you would like to become a Crimson Circle Angel, please click here to subscribe and see Angel benefits.

NEW ANGELS

CC ANGELS
G R A T I T U D E

Sabrina Backady

Noemi Barrufet

Adriana Goldman

Markus Gyger

Welcome to our newest Angel!

Shaun Krein

Rosmarie Nagila

Tina Joy Ruby

In other words, forget about what you didn’t want yesterday or don’t 
want now. What’s your desire in THIS moment? The patterns that don’t 
get your attention will simply fade away. 

ALL REALLY IS WELL

I could go on with so many more treasures from this journey, but so 
can you! In this time of thanks, giving, and magic, I’m going to perceive 
the things I really like. In this momentous pause between yesterday and 
tomorrow, a time so rich with potential, I invite you to take a moment 
and acknowledge the treasures you have found. It’s a beautiful way of 
perceiving, and therefore creating, the very best gift you could give to 
yourself and All That Is: A whole new world. 

Postscript: Relaxing with a cup of tea just minutes after writing this 
article, I had to chuckle at the message on the tea bag tag. “Gratitude 
is not about what is received; it’s about how you receive what is there.”  

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/angels/
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NEW TRANSLATIONS
Category Title Language

BOOKS & MUSIC THE SEVEN SEALS CZ, DE, ES, FR, IT, KO, NO, PL, RO

CLOUD CLASS DREAM OF THE MERLIN CZ, DE, ES, FR, JP, PL, PT, RU

CLOUD CLASS HEAVEN’S CROSS, PART 1: 
PREPARING FOR THE OPENING FR, PT

CLOUD CLASS KASAMA ONLINE CZ, DE, ES, FR, IT, JP, PL, PT, RO

CLOUD CLASS SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL BR, CZ, DE, DK, ES, FI, FR, GR, HE, HU, IT, JP, KO, NL, NO, PL, 
PT, RO, RU, SV, UK

CLOUD CLASS THRESHOLD ONLINE DE, DK, ES, FR, HE, HU, IT, JP, KO, PL, PT, RO, RU, UK

DREAMWALK 
SERIES DREAMWALK OF REALIZATION BR, CZ, DE, ES, FR, HU, IT, NO, PL, PT, RO, RU, SL, UK, ZH

FREE TWELVE SIGNS OF YOUR 
AWAKENING DIVINITY DE, DK, ES, FR, HU, IT, LV, NL, PT, RO, SR, SV

INTENSIVES MYSTERIES OF LOVE  
(FRANCE 2012) BR, CZ, DE, ES, FI, FR, GR, IT, KO, NO, PL, RO, RU, SL, SR

MASTER’S PAUSE I AM CLEANSING BR, CZ, DE, ES, FI, FR, HU, IT, JP, KO, LV, NL, NO, PL, PT, RO, 
RU, TR

LEGEND: BR=Português Brazil, BG=Bulgarian, CZ=Czech, DE=Deutsch, DK=Danske, ES=Español, FI=Suomi, FR=Français, GR=ελληνικά, HE=תיִרבִע, HU=Magyar, 
ID=Indonesian, IT=Italiano, JP=日本語, KO = Korean, LV= Latviski, NL=Nederlands, NO=Norsk, PL=Polskie, PT=Português, RO=Română, RU=русский, SL=Slovenščina, 
SR= Српски, SV=Svensk, TR=Türk, UK= український, ZH=Chinese

VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-seven-seals.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/dream-of-the-merlin-online-september-2022.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/heaven-s-cross-part-1-preparing-for-the-opening.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/heaven-s-cross-part-1-preparing-for-the-opening.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/kasama-online-information-only.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/sexual-energies-school-online-information-only.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/threshold-online-information-only.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/dreamwalk-of-realization.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/12-signs-of-your-awakening-divinity.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/12-signs-of-your-awakening-divinity.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/mysteries-of-love-france-2012.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/mysteries-of-love-france-2012.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/i-am-cleansing.html
https://crimsoncircle.com/Media/Translation_Table.pdf
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Master’s Continuing Education 
Merabh from ALT Shoud 2

“I thought I knew what SES was 
about…” 
Message from a participant

Heaven’s Cross and Alt Brain 
Highlights from ALT Shoud 2

Quantum Allowing 
December Spotlight – 15% off!

Aspectology School 
Coming January 27–29, 2023

https://www.youtube.com/c/TheCrimsonCircle/videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DGJP4kydx7U
https://youtu.be/x8rA47ETL3w
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/quantum-allowing.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=idZk9HWChOk
https://youtu.be/f7kH-Ceaqkc
https://youtu.be/v_TceKVOv-Y
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CRIMSON CIRCLE STAFF
The amazing community that helps make all this happen

FULL-TIME STAFF

Geoffrey Hoppe Co-founder, Channeler

Linda Hoppe Co-founder

Virgilia “Vili” Aguirre Translations & IP Management

Alfredo Barranco Technology Services

Alain Bolea Operations

Bonnie Capelle Customer Service

Seissa Cuartas Event Services

Julio Cesar García Technology Services

René Elizondo Technology Services

Juan Carlos Juárez Technology Services

Alberto Lunagómez Technology Services

Michelle MacHale Manager Online Experience

Jorge Merino Technology Director

Peter Orlando Studio & Production Services

Iván Parra Technology Services

Steve Salins Financial Operations

Jean Tinder Content & Communication

Julio Vidal Technology Services

Konstantin Vikhrov Technology Services

PART-TIME STAFF / 
CONTRACTORS

Lawrence Bluhm Set-up Assistant &  
Camera Operator

JoAnne Brennan Masters Club Service

Joep Claessens Content Support Service

Nazar Fedunkiv Community Connection 
Manager

Kerri Gallant Masters Club Service 
Manager

Maggie Hopffgarten Content Assistant

Gail Neube Transcription Services

Carolina Oquendo Customer Service

Vanessa Parkins Event Support

Marc Ritter Magazine Art Director & 
Asst. Studio Manager

Dave Schemel Photographer

Suzy Schemel Special Projects Assistant

Gaelon Tinder Camera Operator

Stephan Weigandt Database consulting

HAWAI’I STAFF

Siglinde Schwenzl Property Manager

Natalie Harmon Housekeeping & Events

Tim Keith Construction Manager

EJ Thomas Landscape Maintenance
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CRIMSON CIRCLE STAFF
The amazing community that helps make all this happen

PRODUCT REVIEW TEAM

Anne Maribo Andersen

Finn Andersen

Nazar Fedunkiv

Jaziel

Kathleen Haws

Florin Mandiuc

Tammie O’Rielly

Siglinde Schwenzl

Lise Storm Karlsen

Iwona Wirkus

INTERNATIONAL 
WEBHOSTS

Bulgarian Rositsa Stoianova

Chinese Shiau-shiau Pei Pei

INTERNATIONAL 
WEBHOSTS

Finnish Irma Rantala

French Catherine Bitoun

German Birgit Junker

Hungarian Timea Thomazy

Italian Lucia Ligi

Italian Samanta Mela

Japanese Satoshi  Ito

Norwegian Inge Klokkeide

Polish Arek (arkadiusz) Szczepaniak

Portuguese Silvia Tognato Magini

Romanian Florin Mandiuc

Russian Nazar Fedunkiv

Russian Alexey Safrygin

Russian Irina Safrygina

Spanish Yezid Varon

TRANSLATORS

Bulgarian Rositsa Stoyanova

Chinese Kemila Zsange

Czech Danuse Mitchell

Czech Ladislav Šulc

Czech Eva Suskova

Czech Jirina Vida

Danish Anne Maribo Andersen

MUSICIANS

Gerhard Fankhauser Yoham

Einat Gilboa Yoham

HAWAI’I VIDEO 
PRODUCTION TEAM

Moishe Groger Technical Services

Natalie Harmon Camera operator
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CRIMSON CIRCLE STAFF
The amazing community that helps make all this happen

TRANSLATORS

Danish Finn Andersen

Dutch Joep Claessens

Dutch Malou Kempers

Finnish Marika Kontuniemi

Finnish Maija Leisso

Finnish Pirjo Laine

Finnish Irma Rantala

Finnish Anya Ruusuvuori

Finnish Kim Mirjam Seppälä

Finnish Inkeri Väisänen

French Catherine Bitoun

French Cyntia Coste

French Jean-Pascal Danos

French Beatrix de Keating Hart

French Nicole Mocellin

French Namami Quici

German Gerlinde Heinke

German Birgit Junker

Greek Maria Grigoraki

Greek Kalliopi Pagoudi

Greek Mary Polychroni

Hungarian Janos Nagy

Hungarian Janos Nagy Sr.

Italian Gaetano Azzali

TRANSLATORS

Italian Paola de Miranda

Italian Giuseppina Villa

Japanese Mayumi Hayashi

Japanese Hisako Hino

Japanese Satoshi Ito

Korean Young Wan Choi

Korean Keuhna Hwang

Latvian Liene Pētersone

Latvian Dainis Roberts

Norwegian Evy Finjord Heggelund

Norwegian Inge Klokkeide

Norwegian Hedevig Blakstad

Polish Aleksandra Debska

Polish Jolanta Stasiak

Polish Bożena-Ewa Kozłowska

Polish Piotr Masłowicz

Polish Liliana Tough-Wojciechowska

Polish Slawomir Lukaszewicz

Polish Wlodzimierz Salwa

Portuguese Alina Espinha

Portuguese Placidia Espinha

Portuguese Joao Sousa

Portuguese BR Letizia Scorpioni

Portuguese BR Silvia Tognato Magini
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SOCIAL MEDIA TEAM

Maija Leisso Crimson Circle on Facebook

Nazar Fedunkiv Crimson Circle on Facebook

Jean Tinder Crimson Circle on Facebook

Jaziel Shaumbra Pirates

Lise Storm Karlsen Shaumbra Pirates

KEAHAK 
MANAGEMENT

Alain Bolea Keahak Operations

Dr. Douglas Davies Living in Keahak

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Geoffrey Hoppe

Linda Benyo Hoppe

Alain Bolea

Dr. Douglas Davies

CRIMSON CIRCLE STAFF
The amazing community that helps make all this happen

TRANSLATORS

Portuguese BR Luiz Antonio Viotto

Romanian Florenta Cuculeac

Romanian Cristina Dobrescu

Romanian Mirela Ghenea

Romanian Ana-Maria Labo

Romanian Carmen Rivalet

Romanian Manuela Sfirschi

Russian Olga Basova

Russian Nazar Fedunkiv

Russian Tetyana Rudyuk

Russian Irina Safrygina

Russian Grigory Tarabukin

Slovenian Nika Cermak

Slovenian Ksenja Pucher

Slovenian Spela Tajnic

Spanish Virgilia Aguirre

Spanish Adriana Cuervo

Spanish Claudia Cuesta

Spanish Flavio Lalevich

Spanish Olivia Morales

Spanish Alia Nayu

Spanish Angela Quinteros

Spanish Hilda Díaz

Spanish Denise Nicolau

TRANSLATORS

Spanish Yezid Varón

Swedish Susanne Nordstrom

Turkish Caglar Baykara

Turkish Meltem Taban
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SIMON’S SPOOFS
Simon Bessant lives in the UK and is a prolific Shaumbra comedian on Facebook. He (and  sometimes 
one of his 3½ friends) Photoshops the images on his phone and posts them in the Facebook group 
Shaumbra Grand Embodied Masters Comedy Club. Check here each month for more laughs!

https://www.facebook.com/groups/embodiedmasterscomedyclub
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We’re your companion on life’s river to Realization. Visit us at CrimsonCircle.com

You are in the state of grace
when you allow energy to serve you,

rather than oppose you. 
– Adamus Saint-Germain –
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